ADDENDUM NO. 3

Date of Addendum: 7/29/19

PROJECT NAME: 611 Walker Auditorium & B2 Level Renovation (Harvey)

PROJECT NO: R-902017-HS01-4-01-4E

BID DATE: Thursday, August 8th, 2019 (This is a change to the original Bid Date of Thursday, August 1st, 2019.)

FROM: City of Houston, General Services Department
       900 Bagby, 2nd Floor
       Houston, Texas 77002
       Attn: Leonard Jordan, Project Manager

TO: Prospective Bidders

This Addendum forms a part of the bid and will be incorporated into the Contract Documents, as applicable. Insofar as the original Project Manual and Drawings are inconsistent, this Addendum governs.

CHANGE IN BID DATE

The Bid Date for this Project is changed from Thursday, August 1st, 2019 to Thursday, August 8th, 2019. Time of day and place for submittal of bids remains the same.

CHANGES TO DRAWINGS

611 Walker B2 Level

1. Sheet A2.0 – Renovation Plan A. Replace with the updated attached Sheet A2.0 dated; 07/24/2019 Key Notes #1 added; (SPECIFICATION PRODUCT: NATIONAL GYPSUM, GOLD BOND EXP INTERIOR EXTREME).

2. Sheet A4.0 – Finish Schedule + Floor Finishes Plan A. Replace with the attached Sheet A4.0 – Finish Schedule + Floor Finishes Plan A dated; 07/24/2019.

3. Sheet B4.0 – Finish Schedule + Floor Finishes Plan B. Replace with the attached Sheet B4.0 – Finish Schedule + Floor Finishes Plan B dated; 07/24/2019.
4. Sheet C1.0 – Door Schedule & Details. Replace with the updated attached Sheet C1.0 dated; 07/24/2019 Door Notes #3 added; NOTE: CONTRACTOR TO USE CECO FLOOD RESISTANT DOOR SYSTEM AS PRODUCT MANUFACTURER OR EQUAL TO.

CHANGES TO DRAWINGS

611 Walker Auditorium and Tunnel

1. Sheet A4.0 – Finish Schedule + Floor Finishes Plan A. Replace with the attached Sheet A4.0 – Finish Schedule + Floor Finishes Plan A dated; 07/24/2019.

2. Sheet A5.0 – Installations Plan A. Replace with the updated attached Sheet A5.0 – Installations Plan A dated; 07/24/2019 Key Notes #1 added; NOTE: CONTRACTOR TO INSTALL (75) HUSSEY FUSION SEATS, MANUFACTURER STANDARD COLOR OR EQUAL TO.

3. Sheet C3.0 – Finish Schedule + Finish Floor Plan C. Replace with the attached Sheet C3.0 – Finish Schedule + Finish Floor Plan C dated; 07/24/2019.

4. Sheet D1.0 – Door Schedule & Details. Replace with the updated attached Sheet D1.0 dated; 07/24/2019 Door Notes #3 added; NOTE: CONTRACTOR TO USE CECO FLOOD RESISTANT DOOR SYSTEM AS PRODUCT MANUFACTURER OR EQUAL TO.

END OF ADDENDUM 3

(CRC: )
Richard A. Vella
Assistant Director
Real Estate, Design & Construction
General Services Department

DATED: 2/20/19

END OF DOCUMENT